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IIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTRRRRRRRRRRRROOOOOOOOOOOODDDDDDDDDDDDUUUUUUUUUUUUCCCCCCCCCCCCTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNN            TTTTTTTTTTTTOOOOOOOOOOOO            CCCCCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPPPPPLLLLLLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGG            TTTTTTTTTTTTHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEE            

CCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLL            SSSSSSSSSSSSYYYYYYYYYYYYMMMMMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPPPPPHHHHHHHHHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNYYYYYYYYYYYY                        

AAAAAAAAAAAANNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDD            LLLLLLLLLLLLIIIIIIIIIIIIFFFFFFFFFFFFEEEEEEEEEEEE            GGGGGGGGGGGGOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLL                        

    

This contemplation was created during the 2011 Winter Solstice This contemplation was created during the 2011 Winter Solstice This contemplation was created during the 2011 Winter Solstice This contemplation was created during the 2011 Winter Solstice ––––    

December 20 thru 25.  Father gave instruction regarding Celestial December 20 thru 25.  Father gave instruction regarding Celestial December 20 thru 25.  Father gave instruction regarding Celestial December 20 thru 25.  Father gave instruction regarding Celestial 

Music and our earthly experience during that time.Music and our earthly experience during that time.Music and our earthly experience during that time.Music and our earthly experience during that time.    

ConConConContemplation is used to describe this recording so as to eliminate templation is used to describe this recording so as to eliminate templation is used to describe this recording so as to eliminate templation is used to describe this recording so as to eliminate 

preconceptions of meditation and visualization.  All new information preconceptions of meditation and visualization.  All new information preconceptions of meditation and visualization.  All new information preconceptions of meditation and visualization.  All new information 

Father gives is “for contemplation”.  This brings Father gives is “for contemplation”.  This brings Father gives is “for contemplation”.  This brings Father gives is “for contemplation”.  This brings Truth to mind and Truth to mind and Truth to mind and Truth to mind and 

we are able to end “playing” with unrighteous we are able to end “playing” with unrighteous we are able to end “playing” with unrighteous we are able to end “playing” with unrighteous –––– unholy unholy unholy unholy thoughts.   thoughts.   thoughts.   thoughts.      

    

When you become aware of undesirable thoughts, you can turn your When you become aware of undesirable thoughts, you can turn your When you become aware of undesirable thoughts, you can turn your When you become aware of undesirable thoughts, you can turn your 

“what if it is True” attention to Father’s instruction and contemplate “what if it is True” attention to Father’s instruction and contemplate “what if it is True” attention to Father’s instruction and contemplate “what if it is True” attention to Father’s instruction and contemplate 

the way Truth fits in your Life.the way Truth fits in your Life.the way Truth fits in your Life.the way Truth fits in your Life.    
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CCCCCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEMMMMMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPPPPPLLLLLLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGG            TTTTTTTTTTTTHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEE            CCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLL            SSSSSSSSSSSSYYYYYYYYYYYYMMMMMMMMMMMMPPPPPPPPPPPPHHHHHHHHHHHHOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNYYYYYYYYYYYY                        

AAAAAAAAAAAANNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDDDDD            LLLLLLLLLLLLIIIIIIIIIIIIFFFFFFFFFFFFEEEEEEEEEEEE            GGGGGGGGGGGGOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLLL            

 

I invite you to havI invite you to havI invite you to havI invite you to have a comfortable seate a comfortable seate a comfortable seate a comfortable seat    

in a pleasant environment in a pleasant environment in a pleasant environment in a pleasant environment     

with temperatures and lighting that sooth and comfort with temperatures and lighting that sooth and comfort with temperatures and lighting that sooth and comfort with temperatures and lighting that sooth and comfort     

your body and your Soul.your body and your Soul.your body and your Soul.your body and your Soul.    

    

Stop the mental process you have been engaging. Stop the mental process you have been engaging. Stop the mental process you have been engaging. Stop the mental process you have been engaging.     

Stop the unrighteous Stop the unrighteous Stop the unrighteous Stop the unrighteous ---- unholy thinking  unholy thinking  unholy thinking  unholy thinking     

Stop Stop Stop Stop unrighteous unrighteous unrighteous unrighteous ---- unholy memories  unholy memories  unholy memories  unholy memories --------    

the things that you need to do, want to do, the things that you need to do, want to do, the things that you need to do, want to do, the things that you need to do, want to do,     

have been told you should do. have been told you should do. have been told you should do. have been told you should do.     
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This is This is This is This is thethethethe time to stop playing  time to stop playing  time to stop playing  time to stop playing     

with the unrighteous with the unrighteous with the unrighteous with the unrighteous ---- unholy  unholy  unholy  unholy     

and focus exclusively on that which is Divine in your and focus exclusively on that which is Divine in your and focus exclusively on that which is Divine in your and focus exclusively on that which is Divine in your 

Nature. Nature. Nature. Nature.     

    

Take several deep full breathTake several deep full breathTake several deep full breathTake several deep full breaths s s s     

slowly inhaling anslowly inhaling anslowly inhaling anslowly inhaling and exhaling d exhaling d exhaling d exhaling     

feefeefeefeel the air fill your whole chestl the air fill your whole chestl the air fill your whole chestl the air fill your whole chest        

abdomenabdomenabdomenabdomen,,,,    youryouryouryour    whole bodywhole bodywhole bodywhole body....    

Slowly exhale Slowly exhale Slowly exhale Slowly exhale youryouryouryour breath  breath  breath  breath     

sending out all sending out all sending out all sending out all unrighteous unrighteous unrighteous unrighteous ---- unholy unholy unholy unholy energy  energy  energy  energy     

that has filled the space you dwell.that has filled the space you dwell.that has filled the space you dwell.that has filled the space you dwell.    
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As you breathe in As you breathe in As you breathe in As you breathe in     

see that space filled with the Love see that space filled with the Love see that space filled with the Love see that space filled with the Love     

the Truth, the the Truth, the the Truth, the the Truth, the Joy, of who you Are Joy, of who you Are Joy, of who you Are Joy, of who you Are     

which ywhich ywhich ywhich you respect, honor, and cherishou respect, honor, and cherishou respect, honor, and cherishou respect, honor, and cherish    

All All All All the the the the deception of who you are deception of who you are deception of who you are deception of who you are     

is exhaled with each breath is exhaled with each breath is exhaled with each breath is exhaled with each breath     

you are filled with the True Love, Power, you are filled with the True Love, Power, you are filled with the True Love, Power, you are filled with the True Love, Power,     

the celestial symphony that plays in the air.the celestial symphony that plays in the air.the celestial symphony that plays in the air.the celestial symphony that plays in the air.    

    

Focus on your creative capacityFocus on your creative capacityFocus on your creative capacityFocus on your creative capacity....    

    

Focus on tFocus on tFocus on tFocus on the imagery, the sounds, he imagery, the sounds, he imagery, the sounds, he imagery, the sounds,     

the creative expression the creative expression the creative expression the creative expression     

that has been waiting within you for expression.that has been waiting within you for expression.that has been waiting within you for expression.that has been waiting within you for expression.    
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You You You You cancancancan....    

YYYYou have the capacityou have the capacityou have the capacityou have the capacity....    

    

You now are aware of an imageYou now are aware of an imageYou now are aware of an imageYou now are aware of an image    

--------an image you have carried wian image you have carried wian image you have carried wian image you have carried within youthin youthin youthin you--------    

within your Soul and your Swithin your Soul and your Swithin your Soul and your Swithin your Soul and your Spirit pirit pirit pirit     

that is Divine in othat is Divine in othat is Divine in othat is Divine in origin. rigin. rigin. rigin.     

That image begins with you sitting That image begins with you sitting That image begins with you sitting That image begins with you sitting     

in a comfortable chair in a comfortable chair in a comfortable chair in a comfortable chair     

at a table you at a table you at a table you at a table you see assee assee assee as beautiful and beautiful and beautiful and beautiful and nourishing.  nourishing.  nourishing.  nourishing.     

A comfortable place for you to create, A comfortable place for you to create, A comfortable place for you to create, A comfortable place for you to create,     

to write, to draw, to contemplate.to write, to draw, to contemplate.to write, to draw, to contemplate.to write, to draw, to contemplate.    

    

ThThThThe day is beautiful.e day is beautiful.e day is beautiful.e day is beautiful.        
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YYYYour table and chair our table and chair our table and chair our table and chair are are are are in Father’s Garin Father’s Garin Father’s Garin Father’s Garden den den den     

where Swhere Swhere Swhere SununununSSSShine streamhine streamhine streamhine streamssss through blue skies. through blue skies. through blue skies. through blue skies.        

    

PPPPerhaps puffy clouds float gently on a balmy breeze. erhaps puffy clouds float gently on a balmy breeze. erhaps puffy clouds float gently on a balmy breeze. erhaps puffy clouds float gently on a balmy breeze.     

You are awareYou are awareYou are awareYou are aware of the music playing upon the Heartstrings  of the music playing upon the Heartstrings  of the music playing upon the Heartstrings  of the music playing upon the Heartstrings 

of your Desire. of your Desire. of your Desire. of your Desire.     

    

Your Desire is the strength, Your Desire is the strength, Your Desire is the strength, Your Desire is the strength,     

the Power, the motivation for the Truth the Power, the motivation for the Truth the Power, the motivation for the Truth the Power, the motivation for the Truth     

you aryou aryou aryou are now ready to receive and creatively express.e now ready to receive and creatively express.e now ready to receive and creatively express.e now ready to receive and creatively express.    

    

This is the music of your This is the music of your This is the music of your This is the music of your vibrationalvibrationalvibrationalvibrational body.  body.  body.  body.     

It is the music of the Father. It is the music of the Father. It is the music of the Father. It is the music of the Father.     

It is the music of the It is the music of the It is the music of the It is the music of the CelestialCelestialCelestialCelestial symphony.  symphony.  symphony.  symphony.     
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The tones from which you form your The tones from which you form your The tones from which you form your The tones from which you form your vibrationalvibrationalvibrationalvibrational body  body  body  body     

are a part in the music of the Fatare a part in the music of the Fatare a part in the music of the Fatare a part in the music of the Father her her her ....    

TTTThe music of the Father is ahe music of the Father is ahe music of the Father is ahe music of the Father is a part in the celestial  part in the celestial  part in the celestial  part in the celestial 

SymphonySymphonySymphonySymphony--------        

tttthe music of the spheres.he music of the spheres.he music of the spheres.he music of the spheres.    

    

As you are aware of the tone, the vibration, As you are aware of the tone, the vibration, As you are aware of the tone, the vibration, As you are aware of the tone, the vibration,     

the beauty, the Love, the Joy, the beauty, the Love, the Joy, the beauty, the Love, the Joy, the beauty, the Love, the Joy,     

the Peace, and the Power the Peace, and the Power the Peace, and the Power the Peace, and the Power     

of your Divine Expression, of your Divine Expression, of your Divine Expression, of your Divine Expression,     

you Feel the Celestial Symphyou Feel the Celestial Symphyou Feel the Celestial Symphyou Feel the Celestial Symphony ony ony ony     

raising your Heartfelt Desire raising your Heartfelt Desire raising your Heartfelt Desire raising your Heartfelt Desire     

to a Vision that comes from your creative expression. to a Vision that comes from your creative expression. to a Vision that comes from your creative expression. to a Vision that comes from your creative expression.     

This creative expression is your Life Goal. This creative expression is your Life Goal. This creative expression is your Life Goal. This creative expression is your Life Goal.     
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It is the creative expression you came It is the creative expression you came It is the creative expression you came It is the creative expression you came     

to the Earth Experience to manifest in physical form. to the Earth Experience to manifest in physical form. to the Earth Experience to manifest in physical form. to the Earth Experience to manifest in physical form.     

It is a It is a It is a It is a LightLightLightLight----Hearted JoyHearted JoyHearted JoyHearted Joyful adventure ful adventure ful adventure ful adventure     

during which you Know your Self during which you Know your Self during which you Know your Self during which you Know your Self     

in new and creative ways and in new and creative ways and in new and creative ways and in new and creative ways and     

you know the Father in new and creative waysyou know the Father in new and creative waysyou know the Father in new and creative waysyou know the Father in new and creative ways,,,,        

for that is one of the Gifts of for that is one of the Gifts of for that is one of the Gifts of for that is one of the Gifts of     

expression in Earth Experience. expression in Earth Experience. expression in Earth Experience. expression in Earth Experience.     

    

As this Life Goal  becomes clearer in your awareness, As this Life Goal  becomes clearer in your awareness, As this Life Goal  becomes clearer in your awareness, As this Life Goal  becomes clearer in your awareness,     

you open you open you open you open your journal your journal your journal your journal     

which has been laying on the table which has been laying on the table which has been laying on the table which has been laying on the table     

awaiting your creative expression. awaiting your creative expression. awaiting your creative expression. awaiting your creative expression.     

You pick up the penYou pick up the penYou pick up the penYou pick up the pen that is your favorite writing instrument.  that is your favorite writing instrument.  that is your favorite writing instrument.  that is your favorite writing instrument.     
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Perhaps it is a brush that you dip in ink, Perhaps it is a brush that you dip in ink, Perhaps it is a brush that you dip in ink, Perhaps it is a brush that you dip in ink,     

or a fountain pen that reminds you or a fountain pen that reminds you or a fountain pen that reminds you or a fountain pen that reminds you     

of romantic entries in of romantic entries in of romantic entries in of romantic entries in a a a a jojojojournal urnal urnal urnal of of of of long ago. long ago. long ago. long ago.     

Or perhaps it is the newest most advanced form Or perhaps it is the newest most advanced form Or perhaps it is the newest most advanced form Or perhaps it is the newest most advanced form     

of writing instrument available. of writing instrument available. of writing instrument available. of writing instrument available.     

Whatever nourishes your Soul and your creative Whatever nourishes your Soul and your creative Whatever nourishes your Soul and your creative Whatever nourishes your Soul and your creative 

expression is what you are aware of in this experience. expression is what you are aware of in this experience. expression is what you are aware of in this experience. expression is what you are aware of in this experience.     

    

Desire to Know your Goal Desire to Know your Goal Desire to Know your Goal Desire to Know your Goal     

for it is the strength for it is the strength for it is the strength for it is the strength of your Desire of your Desire of your Desire of your Desire     

that makes it so.that makes it so.that makes it so.that makes it so.    

    

In your journal you begin to make a drawing, In your journal you begin to make a drawing, In your journal you begin to make a drawing, In your journal you begin to make a drawing,     

or write a verse, or in some way describe your Life Goal. or write a verse, or in some way describe your Life Goal. or write a verse, or in some way describe your Life Goal. or write a verse, or in some way describe your Life Goal.     
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This Life Goal is your unique creative expression. This Life Goal is your unique creative expression. This Life Goal is your unique creative expression. This Life Goal is your unique creative expression.     

It is the part you have come to Play. It is the part you have come to Play. It is the part you have come to Play. It is the part you have come to Play.     

    

Perhaps the images you rPerhaps the images you rPerhaps the images you rPerhaps the images you receive of this goal are separateeceive of this goal are separateeceive of this goal are separateeceive of this goal are separate, , , , 

individual, single images. individual, single images. individual, single images. individual, single images.     

    

A bird, a flower, a flame, a house. A bird, a flower, a flame, a house. A bird, a flower, a flame, a house. A bird, a flower, a flame, a house.     

There are many things that can express your Goal. There are many things that can express your Goal. There are many things that can express your Goal. There are many things that can express your Goal.     

The symbolic nature of this Goal may be part of your The symbolic nature of this Goal may be part of your The symbolic nature of this Goal may be part of your The symbolic nature of this Goal may be part of your 

creative expression. creative expression. creative expression. creative expression.     

    

Simply identify this Simply identify this Simply identify this Simply identify this GoalGoalGoalGoal by  by  by  by a Vision, a Feeling, a Vision, a Feeling, a Vision, a Feeling, a Vision, a Feeling,     

a Word, Music. a Word, Music. a Word, Music. a Word, Music.     
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In the vast array of opportunities available for creative In the vast array of opportunities available for creative In the vast array of opportunities available for creative In the vast array of opportunities available for creative 

expressionexpressionexpressionexpression,,,,    

would you in fact form a clay model? would you in fact form a clay model? would you in fact form a clay model? would you in fact form a clay model?     

Perhaps make a photograph. Perhaps make a photograph. Perhaps make a photograph. Perhaps make a photograph.     

Form a piece of jewelry. Form a piece of jewelry. Form a piece of jewelry. Form a piece of jewelry.     

Whatever image,Whatever image,Whatever image,Whatever image, Vision, Feeling  Vision, Feeling  Vision, Feeling  Vision, Feeling     

you would creatively exyou would creatively exyou would creatively exyou would creatively express press press press     

defines your Goal. defines your Goal. defines your Goal. defines your Goal.     

What are the characteristics, What are the characteristics, What are the characteristics, What are the characteristics,     

the colors, the shapes, the materials, the minerals, the colors, the shapes, the materials, the minerals, the colors, the shapes, the materials, the minerals, the colors, the shapes, the materials, the minerals,     

the gemstones, the gemstones, the gemstones, the gemstones, the yarns, the yarns, the yarns, the yarns, the clay, the clothes. the clay, the clothes. the clay, the clothes. the clay, the clothes.     

    

Write a description ofWrite a description ofWrite a description ofWrite a description of your goal. your goal. your goal. your goal.        

SSSSymbolic poetry of any style is a creativeymbolic poetry of any style is a creativeymbolic poetry of any style is a creativeymbolic poetry of any style is a creative,,,,        
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effectiveeffectiveeffectiveeffective,,,, fo fo fo form to give voice to your goal. rm to give voice to your goal. rm to give voice to your goal. rm to give voice to your goal.     

How do you express the How do you express the How do you express the How do you express the Vision, the Feeling, the music;Vision, the Feeling, the music;Vision, the Feeling, the music;Vision, the Feeling, the music;    

characteristics, colors, shapes of your goal?characteristics, colors, shapes of your goal?characteristics, colors, shapes of your goal?characteristics, colors, shapes of your goal?    

    

As you see yourself finishing your journal entry, As you see yourself finishing your journal entry, As you see yourself finishing your journal entry, As you see yourself finishing your journal entry,     

where you have recorded your creative expression, where you have recorded your creative expression, where you have recorded your creative expression, where you have recorded your creative expression,     

--------the life goal thatthe life goal thatthe life goal thatthe life goal that is yours is yours is yours is yours--------    

list the steps that you now see in creating that goal. list the steps that you now see in creating that goal. list the steps that you now see in creating that goal. list the steps that you now see in creating that goal.     

GGGGoals are oals are oals are oals are often often often often not a creative expression that not a creative expression that not a creative expression that not a creative expression that     

you would immediately rise from the table you would immediately rise from the table you would immediately rise from the table you would immediately rise from the table     

and bring to completion or fruition. and bring to completion or fruition. and bring to completion or fruition. and bring to completion or fruition.     

Most goals Most goals Most goals Most goals willwillwillwill be a creative process of steps you will  be a creative process of steps you will  be a creative process of steps you will  be a creative process of steps you will 

defdefdefdefineineineine, , , , creative materials you will creative materials you will creative materials you will creative materials you will secure secure secure secure     

and and and and then then then then implementimplementimplementimplementationationationation. . . .     
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HoweverHoweverHoweverHowever,,,, there may be many variations and expressions.  there may be many variations and expressions.  there may be many variations and expressions.  there may be many variations and expressions.     

What is your unique creative design for your Life Goal? What is your unique creative design for your Life Goal? What is your unique creative design for your Life Goal? What is your unique creative design for your Life Goal?     

How will you bring it to expression? How will you bring it to expression? How will you bring it to expression? How will you bring it to expression?     

What are the many ways that it is possWhat are the many ways that it is possWhat are the many ways that it is possWhat are the many ways that it is possible for this ible for this ible for this ible for this 

creativity to be expressed? creativity to be expressed? creativity to be expressed? creativity to be expressed?     

Of those many ways what is the way that brings you Of those many ways what is the way that brings you Of those many ways what is the way that brings you Of those many ways what is the way that brings you     

the greatest fulfillment and Joy?the greatest fulfillment and Joy?the greatest fulfillment and Joy?the greatest fulfillment and Joy?    

    

YYYYou know as you relax in your comfortable chair ou know as you relax in your comfortable chair ou know as you relax in your comfortable chair ou know as you relax in your comfortable chair     

with your journal and pen on your table, with your journal and pen on your table, with your journal and pen on your table, with your journal and pen on your table,     

that this is the beginning of a newthat this is the beginning of a newthat this is the beginning of a newthat this is the beginning of a new and expressive way of  and expressive way of  and expressive way of  and expressive way of 

Living. Living. Living. Living.     

And  if you Feel there is another opportunity And  if you Feel there is another opportunity And  if you Feel there is another opportunity And  if you Feel there is another opportunity     

needneedneedneededededed to refine or define this Life Goal,  to refine or define this Life Goal,  to refine or define this Life Goal,  to refine or define this Life Goal,     
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you return to this comfortable setting in your Garden you return to this comfortable setting in your Garden you return to this comfortable setting in your Garden you return to this comfortable setting in your Garden     

and you explore your creative Desire and you explore your creative Desire and you explore your creative Desire and you explore your creative Desire     

on a new day, in a new way. on a new day, in a new way. on a new day, in a new way. on a new day, in a new way.     

AAAAs you relas you relas you relas you relax and inx and inx and inx and in----joy this new found knowledge of joy this new found knowledge of joy this new found knowledge of joy this new found knowledge of 

yourself yourself yourself yourself andandandand your journey your journey your journey your journey,,,,        

you see a little jar of magic bubbles sitting on you see a little jar of magic bubbles sitting on you see a little jar of magic bubbles sitting on you see a little jar of magic bubbles sitting on thethethethe table.  table.  table.  table.     

you take out the little wand and you take out the little wand and you take out the little wand and you take out the little wand and     

gently blow bubbles into the pure, balmy breeze, gently blow bubbles into the pure, balmy breeze, gently blow bubbles into the pure, balmy breeze, gently blow bubbles into the pure, balmy breeze,     

 watch watch watch watchinginginging them dance and bounce,  them dance and bounce,  them dance and bounce,  them dance and bounce,     

floatingfloatingfloatingfloating here and there  here and there  here and there  here and there     

and the laughter lights your day in a bright new way.and the laughter lights your day in a bright new way.and the laughter lights your day in a bright new way.and the laughter lights your day in a bright new way.    

    

And so it is.And so it is.And so it is.And so it is.    

    


